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Optima MRL Elevators

Space Saving

Optima, save you 15m2 construction space
Optima presents its unique and fine designed structures dedicated for
b e t t e r p e r f o r m a n c e , e ff i c i e n c y, s a f e t y a n d s p a c e s a v e d M R L e l e v a t o r
product.

Patent structure

170

Unique system structure
Optima’s hoistway section area is as small as normal MR elevator. Overall structure is compact with better
designed structure to cut down overhead and pit depth, making Optima to universally suit for any site

Noise/vibration isolation
Most running noise and vibration due to motor operation are transmitted into ground along the counter weight
guide rails. The structure efficiently isolates the turbulence into car cage and creates a quiet and smooth
riding environment.

Optima, offers the best solutions for modern day's construction challenges

MRL structure Patent

Ultra-thin MRL Traction Machine
Optima equips with special designed ultra thin type PM synchronous traction machine, its 170mm smallest effective
thickness greatly reduces the overall hoistway occupation area. Rotary encoder can be front or rear mounted, it is
effortless for the motor installation or servicing inside the hoistway.

Compact control panel
Optima's control panel design strictly follows IEC standards. The contorller can fulfill MRL's special requirements on
size and heat-dissipation ability. All components are finely selected with excellent aging and silence features, and
logically distributeed into different partitions to effectively isolate the generated interference and heats.

Environment friendly Optima

Low noise and vibration
Traction machine’s LTV(Low Torque Vibration) is very low (near to 0)
Car panel are in compound structure with better sound absorbing ability
SHL(Super hoistway lubrication) system bring friction free features
Silent type components and sound absorbing material are used in control panel
Special vibration isolation design in car cage, slung and platform structure
System structure isolates traction machine’s noise and vibration from car cage

Energy saving
High efficient PM gearless traction system saves 40%-70% electricity.
Built-in Re-Gen (Optional) interface to collect and reuse wasted energy.
Wake-up technology reduces standby elevator power consumption

Patent SHL (Super Hoistway Lubrication)
Patent SHL technology efficiently eliminates hoistway movement friction
(moving friction factor = 0.03)

Excellent EM Features
Optima strictly follows EC255 standard with satisfied EMC/EMI test results,
fully comply with European standard EN12015 and EN12016. System can
guarantee the safe and reliable operation even in extreme interference
environment, while the very low EM radiation also prevents any possible
hazardous damage in maximum range.

Space saving
Optima gets every inch of hoistway fully ultilised，it is great savings in building construction space
and cost. Optima is surely your best investment.
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Hoisting Hook Ventilation Aperture
(by others) (by others)

Hoistway Width (AH)

Hoistway Depth (BH)

Cage Depth (BB)

Overhead Height (OH)
Total Hoistway Height

1300
Rail Bracket Spacing 2000mm

Door Opening (JJ)
Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Structure Opening(SO)
Cage Size (AA)

Hoistway Plan

Model
9000-WT-06-10-H

Pit Depth (PP)

2000
1000
Rail Bracket Span

Rail Span

1000~5000

5000 X n=

2500

500

50

Optima passenger elevator standard layout drawing

Elevation Plan

Door
Structure Cage
Speed Load
Opening Opening
Size
(m/s) (Kg)
(JJ)
(SO)
AA×BB
1.0

9000-WT-06-15-H

1.5

9000-WT-06-17-H

1.75

9000-WT-08-10-H
9000-WT-08-15-H
9000-WT-08-17-H
9000-WT-10-10-H
9000-WT-10-15-H
9000-WT-10-17-H
9000-WT-11-10-H
9000-WT-11-15-H
9000-WT-11-17-H
9000-WT-13-10-H
9000-WT-13-15-H
9000-WT-13-17-H
9000-WT-16-10-H
9000-WT-16-15-H
9000-WT-16-17-H

1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75

For details, please refer to XJ Elevator Car Cage Selection Reference.
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800

950

800

800

950

1000

900

1050

1150

1100

1250

1350

1100

1250

1600

1100

1250

Hoistway
Pit
Min
Size
Depth Overhead
AH×BH (PP)
(OH)

1200× 1900×
1300

1700

1300× 2000×
1500

1900

1400× 2100×
1600

2000

1400× 2600×
1800

2300

1400× 2600×
2100

2600

1400× 2600×
2400

2900

1600

4000

1800

4300

1800

4400

1600
1800
1800
1600
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

4000
4300
4400
4000
4300
4400
5000
5200
5400
5000
5200
5400
5000
5200
5400

Optima observation elevator
Optima MRL structure can also be integrated from standard observation elevator to be a MRL type
of Optima observation elevator. Optima cuts off the machine room from building, presents a style of
simplicity and elegance. With numerous observation elevator appearance designs, your building can be a
sparkling landmark within today's modern landscape.

Glass Wall
(by others)

Overhead Height

Cage Depth (BB)

300

Ventilation Apertuer
(by others)

300～2500

Guidrail≤5000

50

MR Width (AM)

Hoistway Depth (BM)

Optima observation elevator standard layout drawing

Door Opening(JJ)

Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Structure Opening(SO)
Cage Size (AA)

Hoistway Plan (Flat Type)
Glass Wall

Cage Depth (BB)

Hoistway Depth (BH)

Total Hoistway Height

Rail Bracket Spacing 2000mm

5000 X n=

(by others)
R

Door Opening(JJ)
Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Structure Opening(SO)
Cage Size (AA)
Hoistway Width(AH)

Hoistway Plan (U-Shape Type)

Pit Depth ( PP)

Cage Depth (BB)

Door Opening(JJ)
Structure Opening(SO)
Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Cage Size (AA)
Hoistway Width (AH)

Hoistway Plan (Hexagon Type)

Elevation Plan

Cage Depth (BB)

240°

(BH)

Glass Wall
(by others)

Hoistway Depth

Rail Bracket Span

1000

Rail Span

5000

2000

Hoistway Depth (BH)

Glass Wall
(by others)

Door OPening(JJ)
Structure Opening(SO)
Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Cage Size (AA)
Hoistway Width(AH)

Hoistway Plan (Sphere Type)

For details, please refer to XJ Elevator Car Cage Selection Reference.

Optima hospital elevator
By incorporating Optima patented MRL design, the standard bed elevator is incorporated into
our Optimal hospital elevator. It is able to provide more advanced features and advantages
in space constrainted situations. In such way, both patients and passengers can benefit from
unparalled facility from Optima more readily with less cost.

For more information, please refer to XJ Bed Elevator brochure.

Optima hospital elevator standard layout drawing

Cage Depth (B B)

Overhead Height (OH)

13 0 0

25 0 0

Hoisway Width (AH)

Total Hoistway Height

Rail Bracket Spacing 2 0 0 0 m m

Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Cage Size(AA)

Hoistway Plan

Pit Depth (PP)

Rail Bracket Span

20 0 0
10 0 0

Rail Span

10 0 0 - 5 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 X n=

Door Opening(JJ)
Structure Opening(SO)

Elevation Plan

Model

Speed
(m/s)

9000-WT-16-10-F

1

9000-WT-16-15-F

1.5

9000-WT-16-17-F

1.75

Load
(Kg)

1600

Door
Opening
(JJ)
1100

Cage Size
AA×BB

Hoistway Size
AH×BH

Pit Depth
(PP)

1400×2400

CO
2600×2900

1800

Min Hook
Height
(OH)
5000

1800

5200

1800

5400

1400×2400
1400×2400

For details, please refer to XJ Elevator Car Cage Selection Reference.

SO
2500×3100

Hoistway Depth (B H )

300

Hoisting Hook (by others)

50 0

50

Ventilation Aperture (by others)

Optima cargo elevator
In modern days, traditional cargo elevator design has always been an costly option
for every building. In the long run, its electricity consumption and construction cost is
unbearable to every owner. By changing to Optima MRL design, we can get a much better
substitution - Optima cargo elevator. Optima cargo elevator adopts heavy-duty but small
PM gearless traction with excellent overloading capability and braking features. Optima
is able to provide a more powerful operation and reduce significanlty electricity bills and
construction cost without any compromises.

Optima cargo elevator standard layout drawing

Cage Depth (B B)

Overhead Height (OH)

13 0 0

25 0 0

Hoisway Width (AH)

Hoistway Depth (B H )

300

Hoisting Hook (by others)

50 0

50

Ventilation Aperture (by others)

Total Hoistway Height

Rail Bracket Spacing 2 0 0 0 m m

Setting Control
Panel Overhead

Cage Size(AA)

Hoistway Plan

Pit Depth (PP)

Rail Bracket Span

20 0 0
10 0 0

Rail Span

10 0 0 - 5 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 X n=

Door Opening(JJ)
Structure Opening(SO)

Elevation Plan

Model

Speed
(m/s)

9000-WT-11-10-H
9000-WT-11-15-H
9000-WT-11-17-H
9000-WT-13-10-H
9000-WT-13-15-H
9000-WT-13-17-H
9000-WT-16-10-H
9000-WT-16-15-H
9000-WT-16-17-H

1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75
1.0
1.5
1.75

Load
(Kg)

Door
Opening
(JJ)

Structure
Opening
(SO)

Cage Size
AA×BB

Hoistway
Size
AH×BH

1150

1100

1250

1400×1800

2600×2300

1350

1100

1250

1400×2100

2600×2600

1600

1100

1250

1400×2400

2600×2900

For details, please refer to XJ Elevator Car Cage Selection Reference

Pit
Depth
(PP)

Min Hook
Height
(OH)

1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

5000
5200
5400
5000
5200
5400
5000
5200
5400

Functions
●- Standard function; ○ - Optional function; ◎# –Standard function but rely on an optional function numbered with #.
ID

Function

Description

Duplex Control

Fully automatic operation used for a two elevator system. Calls are
responded to by whichever car that can serve the call faster. When there is
no call, one of the cars will standby at the starting floor while the other car
stops at the pre-designated floor.

○

2

Group Control

A group control system is used when there are more than two elevators
operating in a group (up to 16 elevators). Using XJ group control
dispatching algorithm, system reduces waiting time by computing forecasts
of waiting time and distributing them evenly among all cars controlled.

○

3

Auto turn-off car light &
fan

When the elevator is not in use for pre-designated period, the light and
ventilation fan in the car are automatically turned off to conserve energy.

●

4

Car emergency lighting

An emergency light will be activated automatically when power failure
occurs.

●

5

Maintenance Operation

Elevator operates at lower speed during maintenance

●

6

Overload protection

This system will activate an audio/visual signal and prevent the elevator
from moving when it is overload.

●

7

Ccmmunication system

An interphone system among car, machine room, car top, pit and guard
house is provided for emergency communication.

●

8

Nearest landing operation

In the unlikely event of temporary trouble during operation, the elevator
automatically goes to the nearest floor at low speed to prevent passengers
from being trapped inside.

●

9

Fault recovery due to
power failure

Once power supply recovered, elevator moves to the nearest floor and
restore the normal operation.

●

10

Rescue operation

When the elevator stops out of the door open zone, it will move to the
nearest floor at slow speed to release passengers.

●

11

Attendant operation

After activation, the stop floor is selected by an elevator operator, during
attendant operation, hall call can be responded.

●

12

Independent operation

After activation, the elevator can only respond to car call selection but ignor
hall call commands..

●

13

VIP operation

When VIP switch turned on, elevator can only move to designated VIP floor
and ignore any car call and hall call request. Once completion, VIP switch
automatically resets and elevator restores back to normal operation. (VIP
switch can be either key-lock switch or card reader)

○

14

Car roof escape hatch

In the event of emergency, passengers can be rescued and escaped
through the hatch which can only open outside.

○

15

Operating handset

For security reason, main board does not come with display screen and
operation keypad, which are integrated into a operating handset and
provided separately

○

16

Floor no. display char-set

System supports rich of signals, letters and numbers for various floor
number indication

●

17

Micro-leveling operation

Automatic correct of elevator landing level when subjected to varying car
load

●

18

Standby floor setting

A floor can be specified as standby floor, which used in automatic returning
function

●

19

Automatic Returning
Function

After all the calls have been served, the elevator returns to the predesignated standby floor.

●

20

Door vision panel

Car/landing door can be equipment with transparent vision panel to gain
better security and vision.

○

21

Door holding time
adjustment

Door open holding time can be manually adjusted to prolong or shorten
door open time

●

1

Spec

ID

Function

Description

Spec

22

Door open at next landing

When door fail to open at certain landing, elevator moves to the next
landing to release passengers.

●

23

Faulty record

Main board can store faulty records for last 20 break-downs with error
codes and trouble-shooting information.

●

24

Hall call self-diagnose

When a hall call button signal keeps ON for more than 20 seconds, the
elevator determines this button is faulty and isolated it from system and
twinkle the button lamination till the button signal is OFF.

●

25

Door operator protection

Includes overvoltage protection, overheat protection, short circuit
protection, earth protection, overload protection, PTC protection, overspeed
protection, door inter-lock protection, a2t temperature protection, etc.

●

26

Door Close Protection

When the door cannot be fully closed within pre-designated period, elevator
tries to close the door again. If fail to close for more than 6 times, activate
the alarm signal and set to faulty mode

●

27

Door status scanning
function

If landing error occurs, system can automatically scan all the landing door
status and locate the fault immediately.

○

28

Traction machine
overheating protection

When the traction machine's operation temperature is higher than
designated value, system alarms and stops operation.

○

29

Electrical overspeed
protection

By analyzing encoder's feed-back, controller determines whether the motor
runs under overspeed and take the necessary protection measures to
make safe

●

30

Fireman Operation

When the fireman switch is turned on, the elevator returns to the
designated floor and ready for fireman use.

○

31

Fire emergency operation

In the event of fire, the elevator is automatically brought to the designated
floor where it remains inoperative for passenger safety.

◎30

32

Fire Rated Landing Doors

Special designed landing door is able to isolate the flame into hoistway or
car for one or two hours

○

33

Advance Opening

With advance door opening function, the elevator can open the car/landing
door before stop and during landing zone low speed movement.

○

34

Door Nudging

If the door is not close after one minute due to door safety signal or other
reasons, elevator force to close the door in very slow speed

○

35

Door open prolong button

When this button on the car operating panel is pressed, the elevator doors
stay open for a pre-set period of time.

○

36

Car call cancellation

This function allows passenger to cancel the car call that is registered
wrongly, by pressing the same button again. It thus eliminates unnecessary
stops.

○

37

Mischievous call
cancellation

When a large number of car calls have been registered for a small number
of passengers, the calls are determined to be mischievous and are
automatically cancelled upon responding to the next car call.

○

38

Overload bypass

When car is fully loaded, it will only responds to car calls and bypass all
hall calls

○

39

Dual light hall call button

Hall call button can illuminate in full and drizzle light. Before pressing,
button illuminate drizzly; once pressed, button fully light up. Useful for dark
environment.

○

40

Door safety edge

Mechanical safety unit can be provided an installed to both sides of the car
doors. If a passenger makes contact with the safety edge of the closing
doors, the doors immediately re-open.

○

41

Multi-beam door sensor

The multi-beam sensors installed at the edge of the door will kept h doors
open when the sensor path is obstructed.

●

42

2-In-1 Safety Edge

This safety device integrates the multi-beam and safety edge into one
piece, provide double door protection

○

ID

Function

Description

Spec

43

3D Multi-beam

This device detects passenger getting on or off the elevator, keeping the
door open as long as passenger are in the area of detection.

○

44

Car door lock

With car door lock, the riding passengers cannot force to open the car door
if car is not in landing area, prevent passenger from dropping into hoistway
or any other injuries.

○

45

Mechanical brake release
handle

A mechanical device to release traction machine brake to achieve
passenger rescue purpose

●

46

Electrical brake release
handle

A electrical button located inside control panel to release traction machine
brake to achieve passenger resuce purpose. This button is powered by
normal power supply or ARD(Optional)

○

47

Mini-type controller

Control panel size is shrinked to fit hoistway mounting or other extreme
place.

○

48

Separate controller
console

A separate controller console is provided for debuging or service purpose
which can be placed in the landing area, while the actual controller
locations inside the hoistway

○

49

Arrival Gong

An electronic chime located on car top sounds just before the arrival of the
elevator.

●

50

Voice Synthesizer

Present standard message information is announced to passengers
through a voice synthesizer. (Available in multiple languages)

○

51

BGM speaker

A speaker for background music and public announcements for building

○

52

Hall lantern

Hall lanterns can be provided instead of hall indicators. (for group control,
hall lanterns will be provided as basic feature)

◎2

53

VFD indicator

Vacuum fluorescent display (VFD) indicator to show the elevator status with
maximally visual satisfaction.

○

54

Monochrome indicator

Dual color LCD indicator to show elevator status and other information in
graphics.

○

55

Horizontal Indicator

Indicator with face plate is separately and horizontally placed at the top of
entrance or transom instead of incorporated into hall call or COP.

○

56

LED information display

High density dot matrix LED display to show elevator running information
and other customer specified information.

○

57

True color LCD
multimedia display

True colored display elevator running information, date/time, whether,
advertisements and other customer specified information in video, audio
and other multimedia formats. Build in USB interface to update display
contents conveniently.

○

58

Handicap COP
arrangement

For handicap elevator, all the COP buttons are grooved with Braille points,
every button should be located within the certain range (normally from
0.9~1.1m according to local handicap requirements) or sub COP with
Braille buttons should be presented.

○

59

Sub COP

Additional floor selection and door open/close buttons are located on the
car left hand panel or left entrance panel.

○

60

Emergency button

In case of emergency, press this button to activate emergency operation to
ignor any hall call requests and direct moves to destination floor.

○

61

Through type entrance

There are two doors inside the car, make the landing at different direction.

○

62

Compulsory stop floor

When elevator moving by, it stops at the compulsory-stop-floor and open
door even without call registered for this floor.

○

63

Floor lock out operation

Specific service floors can be locked out as non-stop floor through system
configuration.

○

64

Power supply converter

Convert the 3 phase power supply to the system acceptable range
(AC380V-415V/50Hz),

○

65

Automatic voltage
regulator

Steadize the power supply voltage fluctuation if the local voltage fluctuation
greater than required value.

○

ID

Function

Description

Spec

66

Scheduled non-serving
floor

A floor can be accessed within pre-set time period; if other than the period,
the floor cannot be selected from car neither made any hall call.

○

67

Parking Operation

The elevator can be parked at the designated floor with a key switch

○

68

Dual parking switches

There are two parking switches at different floor, each switch can be used
to excise parking operation

○

69

Scheduled startup /
shutdown service

Elevator automatically starts up and shuts down on the preset scheduled
time.

○

70

Standby position scheme

For group control system, two standby position schemes can be set.
Once activated, elevators will be dispatched to the landing specified in the
standby scheme.

◎2

71

Upward rush hour
schedule operation

While in the pre-designated up-direction rush hour, every individual
elevator in a group system can enter schedule operation mode once there
are more than 3 car calls registered, such elevators automatically return to
home floor after call-responses to reduce the up direction waiting time

◎2

72

Downward rush hour
schedule operation

While in the pre-designated down direction rush hour, every individual
elevator in a group system can enter schedule operation mode once full
load, such elevators automatically return to the highest floor after all callresponses to reduce the down direction waiting time

◎2

73

Emergency operation for
power failure by generator

In the event of building power failure, the elevator can be operated by
building standby generator to move it to the designated floor.

○

74

Automatic rescue device
for power failure

In the event of power failure, the system automatically changes over to
battery power to bring the elevator to the nearest floor.

○

75

Earthquake emergency
operation

When an earthquake is detected, the elevator will stop at the nearest floor.

○

76

CWT safety protection

The elevator equips with CWT overspeed protection components

○

77

Cipher code operation

By activating cipher, using car operating panel floor buttons, only restricted
passengers can gain access to certain floors.

○

78

Smart card access system

Controlled access to certain floors by means of smart cards. (Card reader
system is provided and installed by third party, interfacing shall be by
means of dry contacts)

○

79

Closed-circuit TV

For monitoring of movement inside the car by the security personnel.
(camera, recorder cabling by others)

○

80

Supervisory Panel

Various supervisory operations, communication, and status monitoring can
be provided through either the conventional LED. (Cabling done by others)

○

81

PC Monitoring System

Computer is used to monitor various supervisory operations,
communication, and status information with comprehensive and handy
operations. (Computer supplied by others; cabling done by others)

○

82

Wireless Communication

Monitoring centre can collect all elevators’ running information via wireless
method, carry out real time healthy analysis and arrange the necessary
service.

○

83

Elevator air-con

Air-conditioner can be equipped into car cage

○

84

UV Anti-virus scanner

A UV-light device can be equiped to kill the cage panel attached virus and
bacteria

○

85

Negative oxygen oin
device

The elevator is able to air purifier device to create a clean and pleased
riding environment.

○
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